DATA SHEET

Sauce Insights
I M P R O V E T E S T I N G E F F I C I E N C Y W I T H D ATA D R I V E N I N S I G H T S

Sauce Insights provides real-time visibility into your testing efforts. With customizable reports to help you quickly
identify bottlenecks and high impact issues, along with actionable insights into how you can improve efficiency,
Insights helps identify what to fix first so you can build digital confidence and release better software faster.

VISUALIZE TEST RESULTS

IMPROVE EFFICIENCY WITH FAILURE ANALYSIS

Test Overview and Trends dashboards provide

Using machine learning to work with pass/fail data

metrics around key results such as pass/fail rates,

and Selenium/Appium command logs, Failure

concurrency usage, and browser coverage to give

Analysis gives you insight into where failures are

you a complete view of where testing is succeeding,

most common, and how pervasive they are in your

and where there is room for improvement.

test suite to prioritize remediation.

UNCOVER QUALITY BLOCKERS

INTERACTIVE VISUALIZATION

View test trends across all metrics such as teams, build

Customizable filters allow you to compare data

or application, platform or browser and regression

across teams, builds, browsers and operating

or smoke test. Quickly determine which individuals,

systems. Quickly identify gaps in test coverage, or

teams, tests, platforms cause the most issues so you

areas that are creating quality risks so you know

can focus resources to correct them. Easily compare

where to focus your resources.

quality across different teams in your organization.

DATA WHEN YOU NEED IT

POWERFUL REST API

Near real-time access to test information enables

It’s your test data, use it how and where you want.

testers to quickly identify issues and address them

All of the information available in Analytics can

fast. No more waiting to run reports at the end of

be easily exported and aggregated in your quality

the day; you get the data you need to address test

dashboards to create a unified view of all of your

issues in easy-to-understand visualizations.

test data.

GETTING STARTED
Insights is available to Sauce Labs customers on Enterprise plans. To learn more about this, and other Enterprise features, please
contact sales@saucelabs.com.
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